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Comparative analysis is one of the most powerful methods available for understanding the diverse and complex
systems found in biology, but it is often limited by a lack of comprehensive taxonomic sampling. Despite the recent
development of powerful genome technologies capable of producing sequence data in large quantities (witness the
recently completed first draft of the human genome), there has been relatively little change in how evolutionary
studies are conducted. The application of genomic methods to evolutionary biology is a challenge, in part because
gene segments from different organisms are manipulated separately, requiring individual purification, cloning, and
sequencing. We suggest that a feasible approach to collecting genome-scale data sets for evolutionary biology (i.e.,
evolutionary genomics) may consist of combination of DNA samples prior to cloning and sequencing, followed by
computational reconstruction of the original sequences. This approach will allow the full benefit of automated
protocols developed by genome projects to be realized; taxon sampling levels can easily increase to thousands for
targeted genomes and genomic regions. Sequence diversity at this level will dramatically improve the quality and
accuracy of phylogenetic inference, as well as the accuracy and resolution of comparative evolutionary studies. In
particular, it will be possible to make accurate estimates of normal evolution in the context of constant structural
and functional constraints (i.e., site-specific substitution probabilities), along with accurate estimates of changes in
evolutionary patterns, including pairwise coevolution between sites, adaptive bursts, and changes in selective con-
straints. These estimates can then be used to understand and predict the effects of protein structure and function on
sequence evolution and to predict unknown details of protein structure, function, and functional divergence. In order
to demonstrate the practicality of these ideas and the potential benefit for functional genomic analysis, we describe
a pilot project we are conducting to simultaneously sequence large numbers of vertebrate mitochondrial genomes.

Introduction

Following the first complete genome sequence
from a free-living organism (Fleischmann et al. 1995),
the complete genomes of a number of crown eukaryotes
have been sequenced (i.e., Saccharomyces cerevisiae,
Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila melanogaster, and
a draft of Homo sapiens [C. elegans Consortium 1998;
Adams et al. 2000; Ball et al. 2000]). The sequencing
of D. melanogaster was particularly notable in that it
was completed via whole-genome shotgun sequencing,
a method previously thought applicable only to bacte-
rial-sized genomes (Fleischmann et al. 1995; Adams et
al. 2000). The human genome is also being sequenced
utilizing a total-genome shotgun approach in combina-
tion with the standard directed approach (Venter, Smith,
and Hood 1996; Weber and Myers 1997; Venter et al.
1998). While the data from these genomes can provide
many insights into evolution, the inherent comparative
nature of evolutionary biology limits the evolutionary
questions that can be addressed with only these few
genomes.

The paucity of genomes available from crown eu-
karyotes leads to common challenges for phylogenetics,
molecular evolution, and functional genomics analysis,
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since parameters of evolutionary models, including to-
pology and rates, will tend to have high variances as a
result. This situation is particularly unacceptable for
functional genomics analysis: with the completion of se-
quencing of the human genome, one of the most im-
portant problems of the coming century will be to de-
velop a complete understanding of how that sequence
functions to carry out essential life processes, and a ma-
jor route to that understanding will be comparative anal-
ysis of sequence biodiversity. Despite the accomplish-
ments of genomics research and the associated devel-
opment of strategies, techniques, and tools for large-
scale sequencing, these advances have had very limited
influence on the way molecular-based evolutionary stud-
ies are conducted. In order to reduce the variance of
evolutionary model parameters and increase the accu-
racy of comparative analysis, we need data sets from
large genomic regions with much more extensive sam-
pling of divergent taxa than in data sets that are cur-
rently available.

To address this problem, we describe here the po-
tential challenges of evolutionary genomics, which we
define as the application of genome research strategies
to comparative studies in evolution. We consider pos-
sible solutions to these challenges, outline a research
design for applying evolutionary genomics to vertebrate
mitochondria, and describe simulated sequence assem-
bly experiments to verify the feasibility of our design.

A key element of our plan is to reduce costs as-
sociated with cloning and handling of materials by pool-
ing DNA samples from different gene regions and di-
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Table 1
Primary Products of Large-Scale Evolutionary Genomic
Sequencing

● Complete sequencing of large regions from many taxa
● More accurate phylogenetic reconstruction
● Improved accuracy of estimation for evolutionary processes at and

between individual sites
● Detailed comparative analysis of evolutionary processes at different

sites and gene regions
● Linkage of sequence evolution to structure and function
● Production of sufficient data to improve accuracy of functional gen-

omics predictions
● Identification of variation for population genetics analyses
● Assessment of alignment and phylogenetic reconstruction techniques

verse species prior to cloning. Thus, the costs specific
to individual samples are limited to those that occur pri-
or to cloning, and the costs of all subsequent steps are
shared by all samples. Although breaking the direct as-
sociation between sequences and samples is a counter-
intuitive approach, these associations can be re-created
using automated assembly programs in combination
with preexisting sequence information which can be
used as an evolutionary reference. In cases where there
is ambiguous assignment of sequences to samples, lim-
ited PCR and sequencing can be performed on the orig-
inal samples to resolve these uncertainties. The simu-
lated resampling and assembly experiments indicate that
this strategy will be practical and cost-effective. Indi-
viduals from the same species can also be pooled but
are unlikely to be separable into unique contiguous se-
quences, or haplotypes; rather, they would contribute to
estimates of intraspecific variation.

Our focus is thus on large-scale sequence analysis
of samples from divergent taxa, which we call sequence
biodiversity (or genomic biodiversity in the case of com-
plete organelle or nuclear genomes) analysis in order to
distinguish it from genomic diversity studies that focus
on intraspecific variation (usually in humans). While a
great deal of biodiversity is currently being explored at
deep taxonomic levels with the sequencing of complete
bacterial genomes, these taxa are generally too divergent
to be useful in evaluating many important evolutionary
processes which occur on a much shorter timescale.
Even with the current array of complete genomes, it is
expected that around half of the genes in the human
genome will be so diverged that they will not be obvi-
ously homologous to any genes of known function.
Thus, what is clearly needed is greater focus on se-
quence biodiversity among taxa much more closely re-
lated to humans, that is, on the near-human evolutionary
environment.

Areas of Impact

The primary products of a large-scale approach to
evolutionary genomics are listed in table 1. The imme-
diate products are sequences of large regions from many
genomes. While there are many areas of research that
would benefit from large-scale sequencing of diverse bi-
ota, we briefly describe here the possible impact on sev-
eral of the most important: phylogenetics, the study of

patterns and processes of sequence evolution, functional
and structural genomics, and quantitative and population
genetics.

Phylogenetics

Inferences concerning the historical relationships
between organisms (phylogenetics) are a prerequisite for
accurate comparative analyses. The accuracy of these
inferences will be greatly enhanced by the data gener-
ated through evolutionary genomics in two principal
ways: greater sequence information for each taxon and
higher density taxon sampling. The benefits of larger
amounts of sequence data per taxon for the accurate in-
ference of phylogenetic relationships has been clearly
established in studies examining the sampling properties
of DNA sequence data in phylogenetic analysis (Cum-
mings, Otto, and Wakeley 1995, 1999; Otto, Cummings,
and Wakeley 1996). These studies demonstrated that ac-
curate estimation of phylogenetic relationships required
large amounts of sequence information relative to most
molecular systematic studies and that significant im-
provements were obtained with complete mitochondrial
genome sequences. The weakness of phylogenies based
on single genes (Cao et al. 1994, 1998; Meyer 1994;
Zardoya and Meyer 1996) and the positive effects of
increased taxon sampling have also been demonstrated
for both inference of taxonomic relationships and esti-
mation of model parameters (Hillis 1996, 1998; Gray-
beal 1998; Kim 1998; Poe and Swofford 1999; Pollock
and Bruno 2000). It has also been shown that grouping
sites into clusters with similar substitution probabilities
can lead to more accurate phylogenetic reconstruction
(Pollock 1998), and increased taxon sampling will allow
this to be done accurately in the absence of prior knowl-
edge (Pollock and Bruno 2000). It is therefore expected
with more extensive taxonomic sampling of large ge-
nomic regions that the site-specific features of evolu-
tionary models will become more detailed and well de-
fined and that this will lead to improved estimates of
tree topology, ancestral characters, and dates of diver-
gence between clades.

Pattern and Processes of Sequence Evolution

The study of patterns and processes of genome and
sequence evolution will benefit significantly from evo-
lutionary genomics. Currently, it is difficult to obtain
suitable data sets that cover large amounts of sequence
from different genes and common divergent biota. With-
out such data sets, one cannot do more than estimate
gross differences in overall rates between sites or be-
tween subsections of phylogenetic trees, and the sensi-
tivity of coevolutionary analysis is limited. The large
increase in homologous sequences from a broad range
of taxa will lead to more accurate estimation of evolu-
tionary dynamics at individual nucleotide and amino
acid positions, which is essential to detailed understand-
ing of the forces of molecular evolution and their rela-
tionship to structure and function. These improvements
in accuracy will come from the diversity of taxa directly,
from the improved accuracy in topological inference,
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and from having abundant sequences from identical taxa
for comparison. Recent progress has been made in an-
alyzing evolutionary behavior at individual sites, both
by limiting the parameters to the equilibrium amino acid
frequencies (Bruno 1996) and by optimizing functions
of underlying physicochemical properties (Koshi, Min-
dell, and Goldstein 1999; Yang 2000). These techniques
are limited, however, by the paucity of data sets that are
sufficiently large for the analysis of accurate site-specific
information. Likewise, analysis of the interaction be-
tween sites, or coevolution, has recently progressed to
incorporate a wider diversity of coevolutionary maxi-
mum-likelihood models with reliable statistics (Pollock
and Taylor 1997; Pollock, Taylor, and Goldman 1999;
W. J. Bruno, personal communication). In each case,
accurate inferences about the patterns and processes of
sequence evolution are limited by the amount of avail-
able data. Evolutionary genomics will also provide site-
specific information on nucleotide and codon usage bias,
insertion and deletion processes, and selective processes
such as adaptation, coevolution, and functional
divergence.

Functional and Structural Genomics

The increased accuracy in the estimation of evo-
lutionary processes will enable improved correlation of
natural substitutions to function and three-dimensional
structure. There has been a great deal of success with
attempts to make such correlations using currently avail-
able data sets (Malcolm et al. 1990; Irwin and Wilson
1991; Goldman, Thorne, and Jones 1996; Karplus et al.
1997; O’Brien, Wienberg, and Lyons 1997; Eisen 1998;
Golding and Dean 1998; Clark 1999; Cort et al. 1999;
D’Onofrio et al. 1999; Frishman, Goldstein, and Pollock
2000), and improved sampling of biodiversity will cer-
tainly lead to more abundant and accurate hypotheses
for testing based on improved models. For example, cat-
alytic properties of ancient ribonucleases were studied
by predicting the ancestral sequences using 15 existing
artiodactyl sequences (Jermann et al. 1995). Since an-
cestral reconstructions of this kind are known to be
highly inaccurate with so few sequences (Yang, Kumar,
and Nei 1995), the association of a large increase in
activity with ruminant digestion, and the timing of that
increase in activity, could only be helped by more ac-
curate predictions from a larger number of ancestral se-
quences. The results of natural evolutionary experiments
in mutagenesis and selection are inferable only indi-
rectly, and the quality of those inferences will improve
dramatically through more detailed examination of the
extant products.

Functionally conserved regions of regulatory and
coding regions of genes can also be efficiently identified
by comparing sequences from divergent taxa, a process
called evolutionary filtering (Zurawski and Clegg 1987).
As with other evolutionary analyses, the power of evo-
lutionary filtering increases rapidly with the number of
related sequences examined. In the protein structural
realm, it is common practice to infer the functional im-
portance of structural regions from the sequence con-

servation in that region, and internalization of conserved
hydrophobic regions is one of the strongest components
of successful structure prediction (Livingstone and Bar-
ton 1996; Thompson and Goldstein 1996). The func-
tional importance of structural regions can also be in-
ferred from sequence hypervariability, as with the anti-
gen recognition sites of HLA, plant disease resistance
genes, fertilization genes, and surface antigens on vi-
ruses such as HIV and influenza. Recent work has also
linked changes in evolutionary conservation and vari-
ability to functional divergence between duplicated par-
alogs (Zhang and Gu 1998; Gu 1999). Thus, even sim-
ple models defining differences in evolutionary rate
alone, focusing on extremes of the distribution, are ex-
tremely important.

More detailed phylogenetic analyses have correlat-
ed finer structural details (such as positions of catalytic
and ligand-binding sites, secondary structure features,
and subunit interaction surfaces) to differences in the
rate and pattern of evolutionary substitution (Goldman,
Thorne, and Jones 1996, 1998; Koshi and Goldstein
1996; Thompson and Goldstein 1996, 1997; Thorne,
Goldman, and Jones 1996; Koshi, Mindell, and Gold-
stein 1999; Dean and Golding 2000). There is every
reason to believe that as the amount of evolutionary in-
formation increases dramatically, so will the accuracy in
predicting structural and functional features.

The potential importance of these predictions to
functional genomics cannot be understated. When the
human genome is completely annotated, it can be ex-
pected that up to half of the genes will not be homol-
ogous to any genes of known function, and that many
of the genes which are homologous to known genes will
be far enough diverged that their exact function will be
ambiguous. Large-scale analysis of expression patterns
will aid in functional prediction in an efficient manner,
but expensive and time-consuming experiments will
eventually need to be performed. Predictions based on
evolutionary genomics will provide a means of narrow-
ing experimental possibilities to a feasible number and
will allow better prediction of the possible effects of
substitutions on structure and function, even when the
exact structure is unknown or the gene is only remotely
related to a gene of known structure.

Quantitative and Population Genetics

The inclusion of multiple individuals of the same
species can provide information on the distributions and
patterns of genetic polymorphisms. The simultaneous
sequencing of multiple individuals has been discussed
in the context of human genome research (Weber and
Myers 1997), and sample pooling strategies for mutation
detection have been explored (Amos, Frazier, and Wang
2000). Quantitative trait locus mapping, marker-assisted
breeding, and other research using polymorphic genetic
markers (i.e., single-nucleotide polymorphisms, simple
sequence repeats, microsatellites, etc.) benefit from an
increase in density of polymorphic markers that come
from evolutionary genomics. These additional markers
can be incorporated in the design of genome scanning
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Table 2
Comparison of Gene-Based and Genome-Based Strategies

Gene-Based Approach Our Genome-Based Approach

Sampling . . . . . . One gene or gene region at a time; one taxon at a time Multiple genes or gene regions at a time; multiple taxa can
be studied simultaneously

Scale . . . . . . . . . Many small individual projects funded separately with small
investments, but total investment is high

Fewer large-scale projects; large overall investment in each
project

Methods . . . . . . . Directed cloning and sequencing with minimum sequence
redundancy; uncertain accuracy

Shotgun cloning of large sequences; high throughput se-
quencing of random shotgun clones, resulting in high se-
quence redundancy and good assessment of accuracy

Labor. . . . . . . . . . Intense management of sequencing strategy: cloning and
postsequence processing; redundant efforts in multiple
laboratories

Little management of sequencing strategy; purification and
cloning is major labor cost per taxon; low sequence man-
agement costs due to automation

Costs . . . . . . . . . Cost per base is high: a great deal of costs in producing the
segments for sequencing, multiple specific primers, hand-
assembly, and resequencing of ambiguities

Cost per base is low: costs are shifted from labor to auto-
mated equipment; mostly nonspecific primers in sequenc-
ing phase; automatic assembly and resequencing of gaps

Efficiency . . . . . Low High
Automation . . . . Limited by cost and complexity due to tracking of individu-

al samples, primers, and short PCR products or clones
High, with a greater proportion of the work done using ro-

botic workstations, higher throughput sequencers, and
computers; human research power focused on scientific
design and analysis

FIG. 1.—Flow chart for the proposed cloning, sequencing, and
assembly procedure.

for mapping studies, resulting in increased statistical
power.

Improved estimates of genetic diversity resulting
from evolutionary genomics will also benefit population
genetics research. The pattern and distribution of nucle-
otide diversity reflect the major forces acting on popu-
lations: mutation, selection, drift, and migration. Hetero-
geneity in patterns and processes of molecular evolution
across genomes can be determined only through exam-
ination of multiple sequences from different genomic
regions. Past studies based on extensive intraspecific-
intragenomic sampling have already led to better char-
acterization of the correlation of polymorphism and re-
combination (Begun and Aquadro 1992), which moti-
vated the theory of background selection (Charlesworth,
Morgan, and Charlesworth 1993; Charlesworth 1994;
Charlesworth, Charlesworth, and Morgan 1995), provid-
ed a clearer understanding of the differential mutation
rates between sex chromosomes and autosomes (Filatov
et al. 2000), and provided better estimates of differential
mutation rates between sexes (Huttley et al. 2000). A
number of statistical measures and tests of natural se-

lection have been developed based on the pattern and
distribution of nucleotide diversity within and among
genomes (reviewed in Tajima 1993; Clegg 1997; Wayne
and Simonsen 1998). The ability to accurately estimate
population genetics parameters and the power to dis-
criminate among competing evolutionary hypotheses are
directly related to the sampling employed in population
genetics studies, with larger samples leading to greater
accuracy and more power (Simonsen, Churchill, and
Aquadro 1995). Therefore, the marginal cost of includ-
ing additional individuals in evolutionary genomics pro-
jects can be weighted against the benefits of more ac-
curate characterization of nucleotide diversity and,
hence, more accurate estimates of population genetics
parameters over multiple loci.

A Strategy for Moving from Small-Scale to
Large-Scale Surveys of Sequence Biodiversity

The current research design model in molecular-
based studies of evolution can be described as a gene-
based strategy characterized by low-throughput se-
quencing of one or a few short regions at a time. This
approach is inherently limited and does not take full
advantage of developments in high-throughput technol-
ogies and associated cost efficiencies. Some principal
characteristics of gene-based and genome-based strate-
gies are compared in table 2. There are a number of
procedural steps in any genomic study. These can be
viewed as problems or challenges to be overcome, the
solutions of which should be optimized to minimize cost
without sacrificing accuracy. Analogous to arguments
for whole-genome shotgun sequencing (Fleischmann et
al. 1995; Venter, Smith, and Hood 1996; Weber and My-
ers 1997; Venter et al. 1998), we describe, in general
terms, some major problems associated with moving
from gene-based to genome-based research, and we dis-
cuss their solutions. We briefly describe a strategy for
evolutionary genomic sequencing (fig. 1) and argue that
this approach is less costly and will result in more rapid
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acquisition of useful information than the gene-based
strategies currently dominating evolutionary studies.

Acquisition and Preparation of Samples

In contrast to typical single-taxon genomic pro-
jects, which generally require a single sample of a com-
mon and readily available species, evolutionary gen-
omics requires multiple samples, often from a wide di-
versity of taxa, some of which may not be readily avail-
able. While DNA purification using CsCl density
gradient centrifugation or differential lysis may be pref-
erable for organelle genomes when sufficient tissue is
available, PCR amplification can be applied more gen-
erally and can be used when tissue samples from par-
ticular taxa are rare or expensive to collect. PCR am-
plification of mitochondrial genomes or large regions of
nuclear DNA in a single large piece or a few smaller
pieces has already been well demonstrated (Chang,
Huang, and Lo 1994; Cheng et al. 1994a, 1994b; Nel-
son, Prodohl, and Avise 1996; Mindell et al. 1999; Miya
and Nishida 1999), and these long-PCR techniques can
be applied to tissues in a wide variety of preservation
states. Curators and staff at several natural history mu-
seums and zoological parks (e.g., Louisiana State Uni-
versity, the University of California at Berkeley, the
University of New Mexico, and San Diego Zoological
Park) have well-documented frozen tissue collections
that are sources of samples suitable for evolutionary
studies.

Cloning and Sequencing Template Preparation

One factor that distinguishes a gene-based program
from a genomics-based program is the size of the DNA
sequence region that is examined at one time. A prin-
cipal challenge is to take advantage of genomic ap-
proaches when the sequence region from any single tax-
on is relatively short. One way to overcome this chal-
lenge is to pool sequence regions across individuals or
taxa so that the aggregate sequence corresponds to
amounts well suited to genomic methods. For example,
pooling 10–20 animal mitochondrial genomes, typically
each about 16 kb in length, would yield an aggregate
sequence comparable to a BAC, or about 0.1–0.2 the
size of many bacterial genomes. Pooling ratios should
be based on estimates of the number of molecules rather
than DNA concentration in order to keep the concentra-
tion of each site constant in the face of length variation
(e.g., differences in intron length or hypervariable re-
gions). Pooling samples reduces the number of times
labor-intensive steps involved in cloning (fractionation,
size selection, ligation, transformation, etc.) have to be
performed and allows for larger numbers of templates
to be processed simultaneously without the need to track
individuals or taxa during the sequencing phase. Pooling
samples itself presents challenges with respect to se-
quence assembly and assignment of a specific sequence
to a specific taxon or haplotype. These challenges are
readily dealt with through proper taxon sampling and
direct PCR of the original samples.

Sequencing

The standard procedures of genomic sequencing,
including large-scale automatic sequencing of random
shotgun clones, are utilized in evolutionary genomic re-
search. Specific details such as the appropriate mixture
of single- and double-ended sequencing, insert size,
amount of coverage, gap closure methods, and associ-
ation of contigs with taxa may vary from project to pro-
ject and can be optimized to minimize cost. Our expe-
rience and limited simulation studies have indicated,
however, that cost savings associated with optimizing
these details are small and may be offset by costs as-
sociated with tracking clones and modifying protocols
already in place at genome centers. Thus, our preferred
strategy, in line with current protocols at many genomic
centers, is to randomly clone inserts of 2–3 kb in length
and sequence them automatically at both ends to an av-
erage redundancy of sevenfold coverage of each geno-
mic region. This strategy minimizes costs associated
with steps requiring human thought and labor, particu-
larly the choice of clone-specific primers and final gap
closure.

A critical consideration is that of identifying and
minimizing the effects of sequencing errors, since they
will bias estimates of variation and potentially create
problems in assembly and annotation. There are several
distinct sources of sequence error, depending on the
source of DNA. Simply, these can be divided into error
from PCR in those cases where PCR is used to generate
material for cloning, and error typically associated with
DNA sequencing itself. The error associated with DNA
sequencing is reduced by multiple coverage of all re-
gions sequenced. This multiple coverage for most se-
quence regions, sevenfold on average, is an inherent as-
pect of the sequencing of random shotgun clones. Fur-
thermore, sequencing errors generally result in lower
confidence in the sequencing calls (i.e., lower quality
values) compared with correctly called bases, and stan-
dard assembly programs use this quality information
from redundantly sequenced bases to reduce error prop-
agation in the assembly process (Weber and Myers
1997).

PCR error due to the misincorporation of nucleo-
tides during polymerization is expected to be similar in
distribution to sequencing error. In contrast to sequenc-
ing error, however, the quality values associated with
PCR errors will be indistinguishable from correct se-
quence, since incorrect bases will be incorporated prior
to cloning. Given a large number of initial starting tem-
plates, most misincorporated bases will be of low fre-
quency and, thus, distinguishable from the majority of
authentic variation at most sites. In projects with one
individual per species, there will be little natural varia-
tion (none in the case of mitochondria in the absence of
heteroplasmy), and these cases can be used to obtain an
accurate estimate of PCR error in the system. This es-
timate can then be used to correct estimates of sequence
variation (particularly important in the low-frequency
range) in projects with multiple individuals per species,
and to calculate the probability that any given variant is
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real as opposed to an artifact of PCR. For heterozygotes,
both nucleotides segregating at a site should be well
represented in the raw sequences and mostly distin-
guishable from PCR error.

Postsequencing Data Processing

Evolutionary genomics requires the same vector
clipping, sequence fragment assembly, and other raw se-
quence data processing employed in genomics research
and can be achieved using available software (i.e.,
Phred/Phrap/Consed, Staden Package, and/or the TIGR
Assembler; Bonfield, Smith, and Staden 1995; Bonfield
and Staden 1995; Sutton et al. 1995; Staden 1996; Ew-
ing and Green 1998; Ewing et al. 1998). In projects with
multiple individuals per species, mutation detection soft-
ware (e.g., Bonfield, Rada, and Staden 1998) may prove
useful in assigning variants to species contigs. Raw data
processing that requires special applications may include
sequence splitting at primers to break up chimeras re-
sulting from ligation of PCR fragments from different
genomic regions or taxa. This sequence splitting can be
easily accomplished using a Perl script after vector clip-
ping and before sequence assembly.

The task of sequence annotation is greatly simpli-
fied for evolutionary genomics projects compared to
standard genomics projects because a great deal of in-
formation is available a priori with respect to the gene
content and other features of the sequences being ex-
amined. This prior knowledge and availability of com-
parative data makes evolutionary genomics extremely
well suited for annotation using case-based reasoning
(Overton and Haas 1998), since there will already be a
moderate number of homologous sequences available.
Although appropriate software is not currently available,
this prior knowledge can theoretically be used to guide
sequence assembly, allowing for the ordering and link-
ing of contigs with extremely short overlaps and thus
reducing the amount of sequencing redundancy required
for a minimal final gap closure effort. Subsequent steps,
such as data preparation for GenBank submission, can
be accomplished using available tools.

Evolutionary data analysis for inferring phyloge-
netic relationships, characterizing patterns of sequence
evolution, and estimating population genetic parameters
can also be accomplished using standard methods and
available software. The only difference will be an in-
crease in the numbers and lengths of sequences ana-
lyzed. Faster computers, improvements in algorithms
(e.g., Lewis 1998), and parallel computing implemen-
tation of algorithms will continue to decrease the real
time of analysis. With a rapid increase in evolutionary
genomics data, there will be, however, a qualitative
change in the analytical potential of the data that should
spur development of novel analytical approaches.

The Case for an Examination of Vertebrate
Mitochondrial Genomes

In order to give a concrete demonstration of our
approach and the potential benefit for functional geno-
mic analysis, we are implementing a pilot project to si-

multaneously sequence large numbers of vertebrate mi-
tochondrial genomes. Mitochondrial genes and genomes
have long been a major focus in molecular evolution,
and these genomes are an excellent candidate for work-
ing out the details and demonstrating the power of evo-
lutionary genomics. They have the advantage that they
are present in high concentrations in many tissues, they
are reliably amplified by PCR, and they can easily be
enriched by purification of the mitochondria prior to
DNA extraction (e.g., Dowling et al. 1996). The verte-
brate focus of our model experiment is of rare benefit
in that, unlike many primarily bacterial data sets, pro-
teins within the vertebrate mitochondria are unlikely to
have diverged to such an extent that the structural con-
text has dramatically altered over the data set (Lesk and
Chothia 1980; Chothia and Lesk 1987; Orengo et al.
1999). Thus, evolutionary analysis will not be blurred
by mixing sites with widely diverged evolutionary and
coevolutionary dynamics. In addition, the relatively high
degree of amino acid conservation will reduce the
amount of ambiguous sequence alignment, thus reduc-
ing the probability of incorrectly inferring stationary
evolutionary processes for nonhomologous sites.

Mitochondrial genomes also have a strong advan-
tage over nuclear genes in that they are unlikely to have
experienced many intraspecific recombination events
(but see recent controversy; Arctander 1999; Awadalla,
Eyre-Walker, and Smith 1999; Merriweather and Kaestle
1999; Awadalla, Eyre-Walker, and Maynard Smith
2000; Kivisild et al. 2000). Thus, there is more likely
to be a single mitochondrial phylogeny, as opposed to
nuclear gene or gene segment phylogenies, which may
be composites of different phylogenies. Within the ver-
tebrates, there are few known rearrangements of genes,
and none of protein-coding genes (Curole and Kocher
1999), so phylogenies are also unlikely to be confound-
ed by inaccurate reconstruction of those events.

A detailed review concerning the effects of the cur-
rent set of complete mitochondrial genomes on ques-
tions in vertebrate phylogenetics has been written (Cur-
ole and Kocher 1999), but in summary, as of March
2000, there were 69 complete vertebrate mitochondrial
genomes publicly available, with slightly more than half
coming from mammals (fig. 2). While many phyloge-
netic questions have been resolved with complete ver-
tebrate mitochondrial genomes, many more are currently
ambiguous or directly at odds with morphological and
other sequence data. Thus, increasing the vertebrate mi-
tochondrial genome data set, particularly by breaking up
many of the long unbroken branches (e.g., within the
rodents, bats, marsupials, snakes, lizards, turtles, and
amphibia), is likely to have a large impact on confidence
in the resolution of the tree structure.

The genomes of vertebrate mitochondria are also ap-
propriate in that they contain a diversity of genes with
different amounts of structural and functional information
available, and with segments experiencing different struc-
tural and functional contexts and, thus, different types of
selective pressure. With the cloning and sequencing of
the first few mitochondrial genomes (Anderson et al.
1981, 1982a, 1982b; Bibb et al. 1981; Roe et al. 1985;
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FIG. 2.—Approximate phylogenetic tree of amino acid sequences for 69 vertebrate mitochondrial genomes. Taxa are identified by their
generic name, in italics, and a subset of identifiable and recognizable taxonomic clusters are labeled on the right. The tree was reconstructed
using Jones-Taylor-Thornton matrix-based distances (Jones, Taylor, and Thornton 1992) and the neighbor-joining algorithm (Saitou and Nei
1987). Despite the visual rooting, the tree is an unrooted tree and is presented only as a visual approximation of the relationships among the
currently available mitochondria. Bootstrap values are not given, and many of the branching relationships shown are undoubtedly incorrect.
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Gadaleta et al. 1989; Desjardins and Morais 1990; Ar-
nason, Gullberg, and Widegren 1991; Arnason and Johns-
son 1992; Tzeng et al. 1992), it became clear that in
addition to a control region, the vertebrate mitochondrial
genome generally contains 12S and 16S ribosomal
RNAs, 22 transfer RNAs, and 13 protein-coding genes
that vary in length and average rate of evolution. These
proteins are subunits of four different molecular com-
plexes involved in oxidative phosphorylation and ATP
synthesis: NADH reductase (NAD), cytochrome oxidase
(CO), cytochrome bc1 (CYTB), and ATP synthase (ATP).
These complexes are large and have many nuclear-en-
coded subunits in addition to the mitochondrion-encoded
proteins. Three of them, CO, CYTB, and ATP, are com-
plete or have had many subunits crystallized, although
the mitochondrion-encoded subunits of ATP (subunits a
and b; ATP6 and ATP8) are the two major proteins in
the complex which remain to be crystallized (Abrahams
et al. 1994; Takeyasu et al. 1996; Tsukihara et al. 1996;
Yoshikawa, Tsukhihara, and Shinzawa-Itoh 1996; Shira-
kihara et al. 1997; Uhlin, Cox, and Guss 1997; Iwata et
al. 1998; Yoshikawa, Shinzawa-Itoh, and Tsukihara 1998;
Vik et al. 2000). These protein subunits thus represent a
wide variety of evolutionary rates, structural and func-
tional contexts (including alpha helices, beta sheets, turns,
random coils, and transmembrane regions), and examples
of interaction between positions within and between pro-
tein domains and subunits. Defects in these genes have
also been linked to neurological diseases, aging, and cell
death, and thus there is potential to accurately relate ge-
nomic biodiversity to both normal and disease-related in-
traspecific genomic diversity in humans (Wallace et al.
1995).

Assessing the Feasibility of the Evolutionary
Genomics Strategy: Experiments with Existing
Mitochondrial Genomes

The potential assembly problems with our evolu-
tionary genomics strategy are different from those of
standard genomic projects in that misleading regions of
identity in the sequence data arise not from repetitive
elements, but from homologous regions in divergent
taxa. The nature of the problem is very similar, however,
in that these regions can lead to misassembling of con-
tigs if they are not accounted for. In order to assess the
feasibility of an evolutionary genomics strategy, com-
puter simulations were conducted.

We tested our ability to assemble real sequences by
resampling from known genomes. Sequences of 10 com-
plete mitochondrial genomes available in GenBank were
sampled following the protocol outlined above. These
mitochondrial genomes were those of the human (H.
sapiens; Anderson et al. 1981), the mouse (Mus mus-
culus; Bibb et al. 1981), the cow (Bos taurus; Anderson
et al. 1982b), the gorilla (Gorilla gorilla; Horai et al.
1995), the rat (Rattus norvegicus; Gadaleta et al. 1989),
the finback whale (Balaenoptera physalus; Arnason,
Gullberg, and Widegren 1991), the horse (Equus cabal-
lus; Xu and Arnason 1994), the domestic cat (Felis ca-
tus; Lopez, Cevario, and O’Brien 1996), the armadillo

(Dasypus novemcinctus; Arnason, Gullberg, and Janke
1999), and the white rhinoceros (Ceratotherium simum;
Xu and Arnason 1997), for a total of 183,298 bp.

To simulate the cloning process, insert size and raw
sequence reads from both ends were sampled uniformly
within a small range of length (2,000 kb 6 15% for
insert length, 500 bp 6 5% for sequence read length)
and a small range of relative concentrations of samples
(plus or minus 15%). These distributions do not reflect
the exact distributions of read lengths and insert sizes
in genomic cloning, but they are roughly compatible
with ranges observed (unpublished data); these param-
eters have been shown in previous simulations not to
have a strong effect on simulated assembly results (We-
ber and Myers 1997). Standard genome projects do not
have to deal with mixing of samples, so we do not have
data on what the range of relative concentrations of sam-
ples will be, but the range used was intended to reason-
ably incorporate the variability that might be expected
from DNA concentration estimates. The expected effect
of a large underestimate of DNA concentration in a par-
ticular sample is that that sample will be sequenced at
lower-than-optimal redundancy, and it will not be pos-
sible to fully assemble that genome. It is entirely fea-
sible, however, that such a sample could be added at an
appropriate concentration to a subsequent round for
completion, while the first round could be terminated
early on completion of the other genomes, thus only
minimally affecting the overall cost of sequencing.
Overestimates of DNA concentration in a single sample
would have to be very large to dramatically affect the
sequencing strategy and would generally simply lead to
wasted sequence effort in direct proportion to the per-
centage of the overestimate. In extreme cases, sequenc-
ing would be terminated after assembly of the high-con-
centration sample, and the lower-concentration samples
would then be recloned without that sample.

In our simulation experiment, we were able to re-
assemble 6 of the 10 genomes (human, cow, armadillo,
whale, mouse, and horse) correctly with no gaps after
sampling at 7.0-fold average coverage. There were sin-
gle gaps in the rat, cat, gorilla, and rhinoceros sequences
of lengths 118, 56, 63, and 90 bp, respectively, for a
mean gap probability of 0.4 and a mean size of 81.5.
The rhinoceros sequence was divided into two contigs,
the smaller of which was 1,560 bp and bounded by the
gap on one side and a 13 bp overlap on the other which
was not sufficiently long to join it with the larger contig.
This result is in line with expectations of this experiment
for random DNA sequences, and the gaps are of a suf-
ficient size that they could easily be closed by short PCR
amplification and sequencing. Thus, the assembly was
not adversely affected by the relatedness of these se-
quences or variation in sample concentrations, nor was
it dramatically affected by substantial repetitive ele-
ments in the control regions of the horse, the rhinoceros,
the cat, and the armadillo.

The taxa in this experiment were chosen to be rep-
resentative of how each round in an evolutionary gen-
omics-based vertebrate mitochondrial sequencing pro-
ject might be chosen. All taxa were from separate gen-
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era, but some taxon pairs, particularly the human and
the gorilla, are relatively close. Are these taxa in fact
representative? In order to answer this, we determined
the length distribution of regions of identity for mito-
chondrial genomes from taxon pairs over a range of ge-
netic distances (fig. 3). These ranged from an interclass
comparison of a mammal (H. sapiens) and a bird (Gal-
lus gallus), to the closest interspecies comparison avail-
able from the 69 taxa in figure 2, which involves Equus
asinus (donkey) and E. caballus. In intragenomic com-
parisons within the human, gorilla, cat, and mouse ge-
nomes, identical stretches have a maximum between 14
and 17, with the exception of some repetitive expansions
in the control region of the cat (Felis catus; data not
shown). Thus, for pairwise intergenomic comparisons
(fig. 3), the stretches of length 15 or more are of the
greatest interest.

As expected, the most divergent comparison, that
between the chicken and the human, tapered off most
quickly, and there were no identical stretches longer
than 35 nt (fig. 3). More closely related taxonomic pairs
had more identical segments of all lengths, with the larg-
est numbers coming from the intraequine comparison.
No comparisons other than those of the intraequine
(horse-donkey) and the great ape (human-gorilla) pairs
had identical segments longer than 78 nt; the intraequine
comparison had another 13 regions of identity of up to
93 nt, and 6 that were longer than 93 nt (lengths 97,
108, 116, 127, 128, and 205 nt), while the great ape
comparison had only four regions of identity longer than
78 nt (lengths 85, 97, 127, and 164). These distributions
do not theoretically present a great challenge for existing
assemblers, which are designed to deal with much lon-
ger repeat sequences. Even the longest identical segment
in the closest taxon pair was somewhat less than half
the length of a sequence read, and less than one-tenth
the length of the average cloned insert size.

Since there are roughly 4,000 species of mammals,
7,000 birds, 20,000 fish, and thousands of reptiles and
amphibians, the possibilities for sampling sufficiently
distinct taxa within the vertebrates are not limited; it
seems feasible to avoid combining species as close as
the human-gorilla pair or the horse-donkey pair, mean-
ing that identical segments longer than 80 bp would be
unlikely. Furthermore, samples from many thousands of
these species are available from museums for PCR sam-
pling, if not mitochondrial purification. A pilot project
is now underway to implement the procedures we have
outlined.

Evolutionary Genomics Is Cost-Effective

Any efficient method of sequencing can be used to
generate the approximately 2.2 million nucleotides of
raw sequence necessary in a typical experiment to si-
multaneously complete 20 mitochondrial genomes, and
multiple laboratories worldwide could contribute to both
the DNA purification and the sequencing stages. The
key to cost savings is that once the cloning is done, all
sequencing can be done automatically with the same two
primers per clone, and there is no need to track clones.

Thus, costs per individual genome are limited to sample
acquisition, PCR (if applicable), and DNA purification.
Assembly, filling of gaps, and verification of ambiguous
organism assignment would probably be performed
most efficiently at one central laboratory. Sequence can
initially be assembled automatically using existing as-
sembly programs, although this may be done more ef-
ficiently with yet-to-be-written specialty programs. A fo-
cused, large-scale evolutionary genomics effort will also
avoid excess costs caused by piecemeal and sometimes
redundant noncollaborative efforts in multiple
laboratories.

It is our intention that assembled sequence should
be made available in a dedicated phylogeny-oriented da-
tabase, in addition to deposition in GenBank, in order
to give added value in the form of comparative func-
tional annotation, phylogenetic filtering, and easier ac-
cess to mitochondrial-specific features. Again, a coor-
dinated and centralized data-processing effort will avoid
wasting resources through redundant efforts in multiple
laboratories processing data to a point where it can be
analyzed. Another large benefit of a centralized effort
will be that all sequences can be tightly linked to some
form of museum-deposited voucher as a matter of
course, and DNA samples can also be regularly depos-
ited with museums. Thus, one important function of a
dedicated phylogenetic database will be to link directly
back to the original museum information on all taxa
included. This aspect of genomic analysis is often ne-
glected by molecular biologists (few of the current com-
plete mitochondrial genomes cite deposition of a vouch-
er specimen), but it is extremely important to taxono-
mists and conservation biologists. Such linkage to orig-
inal sources may not appear central to the techniques of
evolutionary genomics, but it is central to creating and
maintaining the resources used and to adding the full
potential value of the sequence products.

Summary

We have demonstrated here that the strategy we
have outlined for evolutionary genomics is theoretically
viable, practical, and likely to be cost-effective. We have
focused on the sampling of sequence and genomic bio-
diversity because the potential of these data for phylo-
genetics, molecular evolution, and functional genomics
is compelling. At a small marginal cost increase, sam-
ples from multiple individuals in each species can also
be pooled, and the intraspecific variation data obtained
will then produce a large benefit for population genetics
analyses. Likewise, rather than restrict the possibilities,
our example of the vertebrate mitochondrial genome is
intended to show the feasibility of the strategy in a spe-
cific context. The work with mitochondria is relatively
straightforward, and there are fewer interpretational
problems with the lack of recombination and hetero-
plasmy. Using the methods we have outlined here, the
number of vertebrate mitochondrial genomes sequenced
could easily be increased from the nearly one hundred
today to thousands or more.
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FIG. 3.—Distribution of identical segments in pairwise taxon comparisons. The number of identical segments is shown as a moving average
(window size 5 5 nt) for each segment length. The length of identical segments was defined as the largest possible contiguous stretch of
identical nucleotides for any comparison. Comparisons were made over the entire lengths of each genome.

Given moderate funding, we believe that those
thousands of taxa could be sequenced rapidly at roughly
one-fifth the cost of conventional approaches. By com-
parison, the human genome involves about 130 times
the sequencing effort with 10-fold coverage (ignoring
preliminary mapping costs and duplication of efforts by
noncooperating ventures). In order to put this into per-
spective, a single ABI 3700 automatic DNA sequencer
running at full capacity could sequence 23 mitochon-
drial genomes per week and complete 2,000 genomes in
20 months. Thus, the full capacity of the DOE Joint
Genome Institute could complete 2,000 vertebrate mi-
tochondrial genomes in about a week, and Celera Cor-
poration or the Human Genome Project could complete
them in a matter of days. Considering this, we suggest
that a moderate-sized program be initiated to sequence
2,000 or more complete genomes from vertebrate mi-
tochondria to fully demonstrate the potential benefits of
evolutionary genomics and genomic biodiversity. This
would include perhaps 800, or one-fifth, of the mammals

in order to focus more on the human evolutionary en-
vironment, and the remainder would be from birds, rep-
tiles, amphibians, and fish. Ideally, such a sequencing
effort would be conducted in conjunction with a dedi-
cated collaborative bioinformatics program and would
itself be viewed as a pilot for continuing community-
wide large-scale nuclear evolutionary genomics and se-
quence biodiversity projects.
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